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Figure 1: Overview of the socio-technical architecture:
A combination of multiple interaction spaces
and social practices mediated by
locative media and tangible interfaces
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Abstract
Silence of the Lands enables participants to annotate and map the soundscape of wild and urban natural
environments. Participants can record and collect ambient sounds, create and share individual and collective
cartographies, and use them as conversation pieces of a social dialogue on natural quiet. The result is a virtual
museum in which natural quiet is transformed into a living and affective geography that changes over time
according to participants' perceptions and interpretations of their natural environment.

Statement
Silence of the Lands is a long-term project about natural quiet. The project promotes a model for preservation,
experience, and renewal that empowers the active and constructive role of local communities in the collection
and interpretation of natural quiet as a cultural object [1]. This is accomplished by using ambient sounds as
conversation pieces of a social dialogue aimed at transforming the virtual museum in a place of cultural
negotiation [3, 4], linking the perceptions, interpretations, and values that pertain to a specific environmental
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setting. The project embodies an approach to interaction design — viz., metadesign [2] — as a form of cultural
intervention aimed to support creative and sustainable solutions to complex societal problems.
Silence of the Lands enables people with different, sometimes competing perceptions and values to
communicate and coordinate their perspectives about natural quiet by using sounds rather than words. The
primary objective of the project is to encourage an engaged way of listening to natural quiet and sustain a
reflective mechanism for expressing and sharing this experience. The goal is to support a situated, reflective,
and narrative mode of producing and interpreting natural quiet that may foster public participation and
contribute to the emergence of new practices of community development. By extracting sounds from the local
environment and composing them in a personal acoustic ecology, people will produce soundscapes that reflect
their individual embedded knowledge, daily practices, needs, and concerns. In turn, this will provide them with
a new sense of “ownership” and an opportunity to learn from each other.
In order to support the social dialogue and collaborative design of the museum, the project combines locative
media and tangible interfaces in a socio-technical architecture of distinct, but integrated interaction spaces
(figure 1, see page 1).
By providing different entry points, promoting the different properties of each interaction space, and supporting
different interaction roles over a sustained period of time, such an architecture aims to: (a) empower the creative
interaction between current and future interpretations of the cultural object that is engendered by collaborative
mapping, (b) enable participation and collaboration that fit more naturally with existing social practices and the
way in which people act and interact with their local environment, and (c) reconcile and integrate the
relationship between wild nature and the digital life by supporting processes of social awareness and informal
learning.
The collective conversation produced by participants’ collaborative mapping is expected to create an affective
geography of natural quiet and transform natural quiet from an abstract concept into a living and emotional
cartography that changes according to current and future interpretations. In this way, the Silence of the Lands
will provide the community with a probe for visualizing the collective perception that pertains to their specific
environmental setting [5].
The use of multiple tools and interaction spaces, separated physically but seamlessly integrated virtually,
promotes the integration of individual and social creativity [6, 7]. Moreover, the flowing and manipulation of
data throughout multiple interaction spaces (including the natural environment) sustains the engaging
possibility of collecting and reinterpreting both individual and collective data over a sustained period of time,
according to the different properties of the space with which a user is interacting and through which data is
traveling.
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Figure 2: Web visualization of the collective soundscape and colorcoded audio objects at different zoom levels: Color-coding (from
green to red) allows one to easily spot areas of consensus,
dissension, and uncertainty about which places are quieter or
noisier according to collective perception
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This result is obtained by combining locative and
tangible interfaces and social practices via: (a) data
catching (collecting sounds from the local
environment); (b) data description (organizing them
in personal soundscapes in the web community); and
(c) data interpretation (the collaborative mapping
instantiated by the interplay among participants'
personal experiences and values). This integration
represents the convergence of two different
dimensions: place experience (the concrete
experience of the natural environment) and place
vision (the imaginary experience of the same
environment as recreated by memory and desire) (see
figure 2, left).

Ambient sounds are collected from the natural environment by means of handheld devices. Each sound is
linked to the person that collected it and is associated to GPS data, which determine its location in space and
time. Audio objects and sound walks (i.e. the paths followed by participants during recording sessions) are
stored on the web server and visualized on the web site as individual soundscapes. On the Web, participants can
access and manage their individual soundscapes and eventually modify them. They can also visualize the
collective soundscape resulting and growing from the overlap of all individual soundscapes (see figure 3,
below). In the public space, both old and new participants can interact with the collective soundscape by means
of a tangible interface based on the manipulation of physical objects. Each public session produces a temporary
soundscape, reflecting the understanding and creativity of the people that participated in that session. All
temporary soundscapes are then composed in a historical soundscape on the basis of purposely-designed
algorithms. A visualization of the historical soundscape is provided both on the Web and in the public space.

Silence of the Lands is a project currently under
development at the L3D Center, University of
Colorado, Boulder, and it was originally inspired by the
vision and principles of the Envisionment and
Discovery Collaboratory [8].

Figure 3: Data transfer and soundscape creation: Note the
interplay between place experience (direct experience of wild
nature) and place vision (digital rendering of individual and
collective perceptions, interpretations, and desires)
Copyright © Elisa Giaccardi and Gianluca Sabena

At the current stage, the project comprises lowfidelity prototypes of the locative application, web
interface, and tangible interface [9].
Locative application and web interface will be available
for download and use in the Spring 2007; the tangible
component of the architecture will be part of a threeyear project scheduled to start in the Fall 2006.
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